Abstract: The NBA's 1999 Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) included provisions capping individual player pay in addition to team payrolls. This study examines the effect the NBA's maximum player salary on player rents by comparing player pay from the 1997-1998 and 2003-2004 seasons while controlling for player productivity and other factors related to player pay. The results indicate a large increase in the pay received by teams' second highest and, to a lesser extent, third highest paid players. We interpret this result as evidence that the adoption of the maximum player salary shifted rents from stars to complementary players. We also show that the 1999 CBA's rookie contract provisions reduced salaries of early career players. 
They arrived at this specific point after salaries ballooned over the past 15 years-not for superstars, but for complementary players who don't sell tickets, can't carry a franchise, and, in a worst-case scenario, operate as a sunk cost…
Introduction
A prominent feature of the 1999 Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) between National Basketball Association's (NBA) owners and players was the imposition of a maximum player salary. Previously teams re-signing their own free agents had been allowed to pay those any amount that was mutually agreeable to the teams and players regardless of the NBA's salary cap. Likewise, the 1999 CBA reduced the pay going to early-career players subject to so-called rookie contracts. With superstar players no longer able to negotiate unlimited salaries with their teams and rookie contract players receiving less pay, some of the revenues generated by those players were available to be captured by team owners, other players, or other providers of NBA inputs. This paper investigates the possibility that the rents were (at least partially) captured by other players, particularly those referred to by basketball commentator Bill Simmons as "complementary players" in the quotation above [1] . 1 We begin with an overview of the 1999 CBA before turning to our empirical model and results.
The 1999 Collective Bargaining Agreement 2
In their 1983 CBA, the NBA and its players agreed to impose a salary cap on teams with no limit on individual player salaries. However, the cap contained many exceptions, most notably a team's right to re-sign its players even if doing so put it over the salary cap. 3 The combination of unlimited player salaries and teams' ability to re-sign their players led team wage bills to frequently exceed the cap.
Because of escalating player expenses, the NBA won a provision in the 1995 CBA allowing the league to re-open the labor agreement if total player compensation exceeded 51.8% revenue (referred to as "basketball-related income"). After player pay exceeded the 51.8% threshold in the 1997-1998 season, the league exercised its right to re-open the CBA and locked the players out 1 That the NBA's 1999 collective bargaining agreement was expected to redistribute rents away from superstars toward other players was explained by Hill and Groothuis [2] . They argue that, consistent with previous research in labor economics, the redistribution of rents can be explained by a median voter model of union membership. 2 This section is based on [2] [3] [4] . 3 Teams' ability to offer their free agent players unlimited pay regardless of salary cap implications was sometimes referred to as the Larry Bird Exception. However, the 1999 Collective Bargaining Agreement still contained provisions, sometimes referred to as "Bird Rules," permitting teams to pay their free agents more than the players could earn by moving to other teams but no longer allowing unlimited player pay. Because of the potential for confusion between the so-called Bird Exception and Bird Rules, this paper does not use those terms. effective 1 July 1998. The lockout lasted longer than six months and caused the 1998-1999 season to be shortened from 82 to 50 games before the league and its players agreed to a new CBA in early 1999.
The 1999 CBA contained many significant changes to the NBA's labor-management environment. The most important features for the purposes of this paper were the CBA's imposition of maximum individual player salaries, reduced pay for players in their first contracts after entering the league (so-called "rookie contracts"), and a new "midlevel" team salary cap exception that would be equal to 108% of the mean salary after a phase-in period during the first years of the CBA. 4 The maximum player salary depends on experience, topping out at the maximum of 35% of the team cap, 105% of the player's previous salary, or $14 million for players with at least 10 years of experience. Although existing player contracts would be "grandfathered" from the maximum player salary provisions, the new caps meant that superstar pay such as Michael Jordan's salary in excess of $30 million would be a thing of the past as these players left the league. Likewise, the new CBA's rookie contract provisions reduced the slot amounts going to rookie players, 5 stopped allowing players to negotiate lucrative contract extensions after only two seasons in the league, and extended team control from three to five years by granting teams an option year for fourth year players and the right of first refusal for fifth-year players. By limiting player pay for stars and for early-career players, the 1999 CBA redistributed rents that would have gone to these players. This paper tests the conjecture that rents were captured, at least in part, by complementary players, such as those listed in Bill Simmons quote [1] .
Empirical Framework
To assess the possibility that imposing maximum player salaries led to rents for complementary players, this paper compares player salaries from the 1997- The analysis focuses on the salary earned by the 250 highest paid players (and ties) in each year, yielding a pooled sample size of 507. Using the 250 highest paid players corresponds roughly to the eight highest paid players per team in each year.
The dependent variable for the analysis, RSAL, is each player's inflation-adjusted salary. The nominal salary data for both years are obtained from Rod Fort's sports data website [8] . 7 The 1997-1998 4 Other notable provisions included minimum player salaries that escalated with player experience, a luxury tax imposed on teams exceeding the team salary cap, and a salary recovery provision allowing team owners to "clawback" some player pay if aggregate salaries exceed certain basketball-related income thresholds. 5 Drafted player pay is determined by their "slot" or position taken in the draft. 6 In examining contemporaneous salaries, our approach follows that of papers such as [5, 6] in ignoring whether players had multi-year contracts and the year in which those contracts were signed. Jenkins [7] points out that using contemporaneous salary and contemporaneous productivity is potentially problematic because actual productivity may not match the anticipated productivity at the time a multi-year contract was signed. In any event, we know of no comprehensive source for data on the length or signing dates of NBA player contracts. salaries are then converted to their inflation-adjusted 2003-2004 equivalents using the CPI. Descriptive statistics for RSAL and all explanatory variables are reported in Table 1 . To control for player quality, the model includes win shares per forty-eight minutes played (WS/48) which is a measure of the number of wins contributed by a player based on his offensive and defensive performance. These data are obtained from basketball-reference.com where additional details about the calculation of win shares can be found. Since better players should have larger salaries than less talented players, WS/48 should be positively correlated with RSAL. The model also includes minutes played (MIN) during the season; ceteris paribus, players who play more should be more valuable to their teams, resulting in a positive coefficient on MIN. These data are also obtained from basketball-reference.com [9] . In an alternate specification, we use points per game (PPG) instead of win shares because Berri et al. [10] find scoring is more strongly related to player salaries than are other measures of performance such as rebounds, steals, and assists.
HEIGHT (in inches) is included in the model because Berri et al. [11] implies that taller players should receive a pay premium because of their relative scarcity. Likewise, the model includes EXPERIENCE (in years) and its square (EXPERIENCESQ) to capture the relationship between experience and pay. Including both experience and its square is common in studies of athlete pay because it is expected that players will improve as they gain experience during the early years of their careers before eventually having performance decline because of age or competitive wear-and-tear. Beyond this usual rationale for including experience and experience squared in the model, it is important to do so because, as noted above, the 1999 CBA adopted both minimum and maximum salaries that increased with experience. The estimated coefficients on these interaction terms would be interpreted as the change in the rents accruing to the highest, second highest, third highest, and fourth highest paid players, respectively, in 2003-2004 relative to 1997-1998. Our conjecture, as discussed above, is that the 1999 CBA increased the rents accruing to a team's complementary players rather than the highest paid player on each team.
The model also includes a dummy variable ROOKIECONTRACT for players in their first contract after being drafted. Since the 1999 CBA reduced slot amounts for early-career players and extended the duration of team control, the model also includes an interaction term ROOKIECONTRACT * DV2003 to capture any change in rookie pay following the new CBA. Lastly, in some specifications, the model also includes dummy variables for player positions in case there are systematic pay differences across positions. 10 The included variables are dummies for centers (CTR), power forwards (PF), shooting guards (SG), and point guards (PG), with small forwards as the reference category. The player position data were also obtained from basketball-reference.com [9] . Table 2 contains OLS regression results; the parentheses contain t-statistics derived from White-corrected standard errors. The results in columns 1 and 3 use win shares as the measure of player performance while the estimations reported in columns 2 and 4 use points per game. Columns 1 and 2 are estimated without position dummies (center, power forward, etc.) while columns 3 and 4 include the position dummies. 8 That mandating pay increase with experience could incentivize teams to substitute less experienced players for more experienced players is supported by Ducking et al. [12] . 9 Kendall [13] takes this approach to examining player misbehavior and finds that a player's pay rank on his team has a strong relationship with the number of technical fouls received. 10 A possible reason for systematic pay differences is the finding by Berri et al. [11] that the scarcity of talented tall players (centers or perhaps power forwards) is a source of competitive imbalance in the NBA. As expected, player pay is strongly related to performance whether measured by win shares or points per game. Likewise, the positive coefficient on EXPERIENCE and negative coefficient on EXPERIENCESQ indicates that there are diminishing marginal returns to experience; the maximum effect of experience occurs at about 12 years of experience. An additional inch of height is associated with a salary increase of $45,000-$100,000.
Estimation Results
ROOKIECONTRACT has a positive coefficient, though it is statistically significant only in the win share specifications. That early-career players prior to the 1999 CBA were reaping pay of up to $600,000 in excess of their productivity might explain why that labor agreement reduced the pay for players playing under their first contracts. The negative coefficient on ROOKIECONTRACT * DV2003 indicates that the 1999 CBA reduced highly paid early-career players' salaries by about $650,000. There is little evidence of systematic salary differences based on position as found in Berri et al. [10] , but this result may be caused by including HEIGHT as an explanatory variable.
The coefficient on 1 st indicates that the top paid players were earning large salaries even after controlling for their productivity. The coefficient on 1 st is more than twice as large as the coefficient on 2 nd and more than triple the coefficient on 3 rd in the specification. As for the effects of the 1999 CBA, the coefficient on DV2003 indicates that salaries rose by more than $1 million on average (even after adjusting for inflation). However, the rank-year interaction terms ( indicates that the gains to the second ranked players more than doubled. Similar comparisons indicate that pay for third ranked and, in some specifications, fourth ranked players increased by more than 50%. The gains to star players are much smaller (about one-fourth) and are imprecisely estimated. Hence, the estimation results are consistent with the conjecture that the 1999 CBA shifted the distribution of player pay toward complementary players, particularly the second highest paid players on each team. The results, therefore, may help explain Bill Simmons's observation [1] about the high pay of complementary players, such as Elton Brand and Luol Deng.
Conclusions
A formal model for why the rents should accrue to complementary players instead of going to other input suppliers (e.g., coaches) or to team owners is beyond the scope of this short paper, but tournament theory [14] is the implicit basis underlying our conjecture that the individual salary cap redistributed rents to complementary players. In tournament theory, compensation rests not only on productivity but on rank order. In our context, the maximum player salary could be viewed as a mechanism that attenuates the return to being the top ranked player on a team thereby allowing for the redistribution of those rents.
In college sports, economists hypothesize that rents derived from not paying college athletes lead to increased compensation for coaches or to more lavish athletic facilities [15, 16] . For example, Andrew Zimbalist (quoted in Nocera 2007 [17] ) states, "Since the players don't get paid, you can't just go out and hire the Tom Bradys of college sports, so instead (colleges) throw money at everything else." Although the notion that coaches or others capture the rents generated by unpaid college athletes may be widely accepted, we know of no empirical tests of this hypothesis. The lack of empirical testing is probably the result of there not being any rule changes regarding payment of athletes or other empirical frameworks appropriate for such tests.
In the NBA, however, evidence suggests that coaches have little effect on player performance [18] . Thus it would make little sense to expect rents created from capping individual player salaries to flow to NBA coaches. Under the 1999 CBA, therefore, the most productive NBA resource for which pay could be bid up might have been role players, such as Brand and Deng, who were not earning the league's maximum allowable salary. This paper's findings that imposing maximum player salaries led to a large increase in pay for the second and third highest paid players on NBA teams is consistent with the conjecture that the 1999 CBA led to a shift in rents from star players to complementary players.
